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1 Introduction

The environmental setup and configurations required to conduct the various experiments
to support the research are detailed in this configuration handbook. This document
specifies the requirements for performing an influenza transmission rate investigation
and projecting future values in detail.

2 Hardware Configuration and Environment Specific-

ation

2.1 Hardware configuration

The following fig 1 are the device specifications, which are used to configure all of the
software needed for this study.

Figure 1: Devide Specification

3 Software Specifications

The following requirements were employed to conduct the experiments in this study:

• Anaconda (Jupyter notebook)

• Libraries
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3.1 Anaconda (Jupyter notebook)

The Anaconda installer can be downloaded from anaconda.com1. and then proceeded
with the following installation process.

• When we double-click the.exe file after installation, the dialogue as shown in fig ??
appears.

1anaconda installer https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual#windows
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• The next window will display the licence agreement, which we must read and accept
before clicking the I accept button.

• We must select the installation type: either just me or all users who require admin-
istrative access.
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• To install the file, selecting a destination folder. Which will install all the support-
ing software in the same folder.

• Customize the way Anaconda works with Windows. We can either add anaconda
to the environment variable path or set it as the default Python.
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• After successfully completing the installation click on next button
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• This installation method includes a pycharm installation setup by default, which is
useful for data analytics projects.

• After the installation is complete, it will display a completion window, where we
must click the Finish button to complete the installation.
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• The Jupyter notebook can be accessed from the anaconda navigator home after
installation is complete.

3.2 Required Libraries

In order to perform this research progressively, significant libraries must be installed. The
following libraries for this study.

• Pandas: Pandas is very useful library in python which allows data analysis project
to flexibility to analyse and manipulate the data. and also we can perform various
functionalities integrated in the pandas to explore data. In this study pandas used
to read the data from .csv file and also used various group by functions to visualize
the data.

• Numpy: Numpy is third party library which employs numerical computing in py-
thon which provides flexible mathematical functionalities to access arrays of num-
ber.

• Matplotlib: Matplotlib is a graphing package for Python with NumPy, the Python
numerical mathematics extension. These library will also help in data visualization

• Seaborm : Seaborn library also employed in this study for better visualization of
dataset. Seaborn is a matplotlib-based Python data visualisation package.

• Plotly: The plotly Python library is a free and open-source interactive charting
library.

• Sklearn : Scikit-learn is a Python-based machine learning library that is available
for free. in this study various functionalities of Sklearn library have been imported.
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SVM (sklearn.svm)and Random Forest Regressor (sklearn.ensemble import Ran-
domForestRegressor) are imported from this library. Performance metrics such as
mean absolute error, mean squared error are also evaluated using sklearn library.

• Statsmodels: Statsmodels is a Python tool for exploring data, estimating statist-
ical models, and performing statistical tests. In this study, the adfuller and coint
johansen test models were imported from statmodels to check for stationery and
non-stationery effects. Vector Autoregression Moving-Average with Exogenous Re-
gressors (VARMAX) is also imported from the statmodels library.

• Pmdarima: Pmdarima is a statistical package that was utilised in this work to
obtain an auto arima function that is equivalent to the auto arima functionality in
R.

• Tensorflow library: TensorFlow is a machine learning and artificial intelligence soft-
ware library that is free and open-source. It can be used for a variety of applications,
but it focuses on deep neural network training and inference.In this study tensor-
flow.Keras is used to import layers for the model where, keras is a Python-based
deep learning API that runs on top of TensorFlow.

4 Implementation

The steps taken to carry out this research are represented in the diagram below.

• Data is collected and altered as appropriate for the research, and then all of the
data is integrated into a csv file.

• During the data visualisation phase of the project, data preprocessing and ana-
lysis were taken care of. Models have been implemented after gaining a thorough
understanding of the data.

• On the basis of performance metrics, these models were assessed to discover the
best fit model.

• Finally, the attention LSTM model was chosen since it has a lower RMSE value.
As a result, the attention LSTM model is employed to forecast future values.

Note: Merged and tweaked t he influenzareport.csv file has been uploaded to the jupyter
notebook. The identical csv file, together with the code artefacts, will be uploaded and
will be instantly accessible.
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Figure 2: Project flow chart
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5 Configuration Details

Following the installation of essential software and libraries, the project’s different mile-
stones were carried out. The table below describes various phases of this research as well
as the experiments that were performed.

6 Conclusion

All of the essential software and hardware are discussed, as well as the procedures to
install them. The importance of supporting libraries is also discussed in this document.
This configuration manual can be used to implement and thus validate research that has
been performed.
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